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Kirk Anderson 

LMS (Load Monitoring 

Systems Ltd) 

Wireless Load Measurement Technology 

Based in Aberdeen, Load Monitoring Systems (LMS) specialise in the design and 

manufacturing of Load Measurement products and technology. LMS have developed 

a wireless Running Line Tensiometers (RLT) system which is used in a number of 

applications such as subsea winch monitoring and lifting scopes, Wind Energy Turbine 

Cable Pulls, Decommissioning lifting and winch projects and Anchoring Mooring 

applications. The wireless RLT system replaces traditional cable based systems which 

were cumbersome, not operator friendly and often unreliable. The new RLT system 

provides accurate load measurement (Tension), distance (Pay-out) and Speed using 

wireless transmission to either a handheld device, laptop, PLC or live steaming. The 

benefits of the new wireless technology are:- user friendly operating systems, 

improved productivity and efficiency, reduced downtime, greater flexibility on work 

scopes, which deliver costs savings and enhanced safety, whilst protecting the assets 

integrity.  

Kirk Anderson is the Managing Director and co-founder of Load Monitoring Systems 

Ltd (LMS) and has over 15 years’ experience working within the Load Measurement 

Technology industry, mainly in the Oil & Gas, Subsea, Marine and Construction sectors. 

Prior to this Kirk was the Managing Director and founder of Load Systems UK Ltd, a 

subsidiary of Canadian based Load Systems International, a world leader for Wireless 

Crane Safety Instrumentation, acquired by the Trimble Corporation in 2014. Kirk also 

worked for ADT (A Tyco International company) as General Manager for over 10 years, 

providing industrial electronic Fire, Security and CCTV systems for varied industrial 

sectors. An experienced Managing Director and innovative business leader, Kirk has 

strong technical credentials complimented by commercial acumen and has a proven 

track record of successfully delivering large scale complex mechanical and electrical 

projects both on time and in budget. Kirk is also currently a member of the Decom 

North Sea Leadership Group, offering membership support and guidance on load 

measurement technology. 

 

 

Evolution of Spooler Technologies 

In 2019 ITC introduced 2 new spooler technologies for subsea operations, the combi 

system and U-100 diver habitat umbilical spooler and are both currently deployed in 

the field. These technologies built upon ITC’s hydraulics expertise and subsea 

experience. The Combi unit has the HPU and umbilical drum in the same skid reducing 

the number of deck interconnecting hoses as well as providing a significantly reduced 

footprint. The control panel on the skid allows operation of both the drum and the 

subsea tooling but a simple change of modes. The MISS unit is understood to be 

worlds 1st NORSOK U-100 certified spooler and allows for quick disconnect and 

reconnect of the umbilical from the DSV. The system includes an overboard chute 

with an emergency cut guillotine in the event of a sudden drive-off.   
Erlend Corrigall 

Business Development 

ITC Hydraulics 



 
 
 
 
 

Erlend has spent his time in the industry developing, introducing or championing new 

technology. Starting his career with Schlumberger wireline, Erlend held various 

technical roles including working at their R&D centre. His first real exposure to subsea 

was with Nowsco pipeline when he was the UK ops manager. His next significant 

involvement came via SS7 as a Halliburton Senior Account Rep, he was also part of the 

peer review group for the Anaconda well intervention system. Erlend then got involved 

with modular rigs developing systems for Shell and Exxonmobil. The move to ITC has 

seen Erlend return to the subsea and marine sectors as well as allowing his continued 

involvement with new technologies.      

 

 

Accelerating Reef Creation Around Offshore Energy projects Using Innovative 

Nature Inclusive Design 

In the oil & gas and offshore wind industry, projects are using subsea protective 

components such as concrete mats, rock bags and frond mats to protect exposed 

cables and pipelines.  These products cause benthic damage and plastic pollution.  

80,000 concrete mats laced with polypropylene have been deployed into the UK 

continental shelf and at least 18,000 are being removed during decommissioning.  

ARC Marine are disrupting the offshore construction industry with their award-

winning, patented product Reef Cubes®, by accelerating reef creation through its 

nature inclusive design for subsea protection.  Specialising in design, manufacturing 

and monitoring of low carbon and plastic free reef structures, ARC Marine’s 

innovative technology allows every project to leave a positive marine legacy. 

Tom Birbeck has experience in commercial diving, aquaculture, and sustainable 

fishing. He co-founded ARC Marine after extensive research into man-made reefs 

which led to the prototyping and subsequent invention of Reef Cubes® technology. Mr 

Birbeck successfully led the company through a seed round of investment and the R&D 

phase of Reef Cubes®, while establishing ARC Marine in the “deep tech” sector in which 

it gained momentum. 

ARC Marine is preparing for a £10m Series A investment round with an ideal investor 

consortium of like-minded marine conservationists and strategic partners in offshore 

construction with a broad demographic to help realise their global plans. 

Tom’s vision is for ARC Marine to pioneer the unrealised opportunity to convert every 

offshore construction project into a thriving marine ecosystem that can be designated 

for marine conservation, habitat restoration, sustainable fishing and restocking 

programs or, most importantly, scientific monitoring and proactive management for 

long term sustainable oceans. 
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Reducing Costs Through Improved Safety 

Safe handling of SURF products is a crucial aspect of any pipelay operation, particularly 

when conducted in rough waters, like those of the North Sea, or in deep water, where 

all challenges are elevated. This safety does not have to come at a higher price. 

The right choice of pipelay equipment can reduce the risks on a mission, as well as 

bring the overall costs down: through reducing the overall mission days and allowing 

an economic vessel selection. 

MDL is a global leader in road-transportable back-deck equipment, with safe 

operation at the core of each in-house design. Our tensioner range is at the forefront 

of portable pipelay technology, with the TTS-4/375 Series Tensioner a prime example. 

This compact system can help turn a vessel of opportunity into a comprehensive 

pipelay solution, for deepwater or cable installation, or can be used shoreside or on a 

barge for beach-pull operations. Packed with MDL’s unique safety features, it is the 

safest system of its capacity on the flex-lay rental market. 

Our case study looks into the safety benefits and economic payoff of this solution. 

 

Andrew joined offshore O&G in 2009. He started his career at the Acteon Group 

working directly for Acteon and 3 companies in their portfolio: InterMoor, 2H Offshore 

and Aquatic. He held positions across engineering, project management, sales / 

commercial manager and business analyst.  

Andrew has spent the last 2.5 years working for Maritime Developments based in 

Houston. Are is responsible for managing all aspects of the day-to-day business 

operations and working with new and existing clients to understand their business 

needs, solve problems and drive demand for MDL's innovative back-deck solutions 

Andrew holds an undergraduate degree in Mechanical Engineering from the 

University of Missouri and an MBA in Energy from Oklahoma University. 

 

 

Low Cost Precision Underwater Laser Measurement 

DragonFish is a highly compact and rugged underwater laser measurement and 

profiling system with topside video and software analysis. The system has been 

designed for a wide range of subsea measurement applications including cracks and 

gaps, pipeline diameter, circumference and radial measurement and precise distance 

and angular measurements. Depending on the range, the DragonFish generates 

results with an accuracy of up to 0 5 mm. The package is very compact and has been 

designed to integrate to the smallest of ROV systems, or, the system can be modified 

for diver use using the attachable handle. The system is supplied with offshore proven 

operating software for target measurements and analysis, takes measurements in 

real-time so does not require data post processing to generate results. DragonFish is 

easy to operate with remote training taking 1 to 2 hours, typically the system does 

not require an offshore technician. 

Andrew Blaquiere 

VP Americas 

Maritime 

Developments 

Limited 

Callum Magee (and 

Anthony Jakas)  

Business Development 

Manager 

OTAQ Offshore 



 
 
 
 
 

Callum Magee has over 15 years subsea industry experience working with a number 

of market leading OEMs to achieve their commercial objectives. Callum has run his 

own consultancy company since 2011 and is highly experienced in delivering new 

products and solutions to the market, opening up international territories and 

breaking into new markets. Callum has a broad base of industry and technical 

knowledge supported by an extensive global network. Joining OTAQ Offshore as 

Business Development Manager in 2019, Callum’s medium term goal at OTAQ is to 

established this ‘new player’ in the offshore sector as a widely recognised and trusted 

supplier with an international footprint. 

Anthony Jakas has been involved in the development of a range of market leading 

solutions that have been successfully deploy in the offshore energy sector globally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


